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This exhibit is an illustrative representation for presentation purposes only and
should not be used for computation or construction purposes. The information
provided within should be considered a graphic representation to aid in
determining plan components and relationships and is subject to change
without notice. All property boundaries, easements, road alignments, drainage,
flood plains, environmental issues and other information shown is approximate
and should not be relied upon for any purpose. No warranties, express or
implied, concerning the actual design, accuracy, location, and character of the
facilities shown on this exhibit are intended.

178 2nd Avenue North, LLC
618 East Broughton Street
Savannah, Georgia 31401

176 2nd Avenue North, LLC
111 West Fortune Street
Tampa, Florida 33602

July 1, 2021
Ms. Lucy Kempf, Director
Metro Planning Department
Mr. Bill Herbert, Director
Metro Codes Department
Mr. Tim Walker, Executive Director
Metro Historical Commission
Cc: Mr. Ron Gobbell
Second Avenue Project Manager
Dear Ms. Kempf, Mr. Herbert and Mr. Walker:
We are writing to make each of you aware of the status of the buildings owned by members of
the Callen family, located at 170, 172, 174 and 176 Second Avenue North. These are the four
buildings that were directly across the street from the bomb that exploded on Christmas morning,
2020, and therefore were the buildings most impacted by the blast.
The purpose of this letter is to request an expedited process to permit controlled demolition
of these buildings, which we believe are an imminent safety concern.
Since Christmas Day we have worked diligently to keep our property safe, while trying to save
what remained of these four beautiful structures. We chose what we believe to be the best team
in Nashville to assist us in handling this important project. Our team has worked to preserve the
sections of the buildings that are still tenuously standing, while carefully sorting through the
debris created by the blast.
During this process, we have placed safety first and worked to organize the debris in order to
save bricks that can be used again, as well as wood and historical items. These historic materials
are extremely valuable, and we have treated them with care. We have palletized the bricks by
hand and stored them in a secure location. We also have spent a significant amount of time and
money trying to stabilize and keep standing the portions of these buildings that are still upright.
Unfortunately, we have learned that the First Avenue façade of the 176 building is structurally
unsound and could collapse at any time, potentially endangering nearby pedestrians, so much so
that we have taken immediate steps for the safety of all in the area.

Our engineer, Tom Schaeffer with Structural Design Group, per his report provided to our
architect, David A. Johnston with STG Design, observed that the First Avenue facade of the 176
building could be moved “by simply pushing on it.”
In addition, Bill Fay of Tiny’s Demolition noted similar conditions in the First Avenue façade of
the 174 building where the wall could be moved by pushing it. The First Avenue façade of the
172 building, which was the shortest of the four buildings, was heavily damaged by the bomb
blast and was deemed a complete loss at that time. “The brick wall between 170 and 172 is badly
out of alignment and continues to partially collapse as the removal of the damaged structure it
supports has progressed,” per Tom Schaeffer’s report, further indicating that we will not find a
point of stability for the building at 170. Tom Schaeffer believes that removal is the best way to
proceed for expedience and safety. Our architect David Johnston concurs with Tom Schaeffer.
We have attached their correspondence.
After careful review and analysis of their reports and multiple additional discussions with our
team and with Metro and their professionals, we have come to the heartbreaking conclusion that
complete removal of the structures is required. The site is simply unsafe. As a result, we request
an expedited approval for a permit for demolition of 170, 172, 174 and 176 Second Avenue
North. We believe that these buildings are an imminent safety concern. They need to be taken
down and time is of the essence.
We will continue to work with the adjacent property owners to mitigate any further damage to
their buildings. We will salvage the bricks, wood and other historic materials, as we have from
the beginning of our efforts. In the near term, we are taking extra measures to stabilize the
internal structure supporting the First Avenue walls of the buildings. We have also erected water
barriers and positioned netting along First Avenue to protect nearby pedestrians. We believe after
careful consideration and further discovery of the instability of the remaining structures and the
threat of further collapse, we have no other alternative than to deconstruct these buildings as
expediently as possible.
It is best to take the structures down in a controlled manner, to save as much of the history as
possible, so that we can reuse it and rebuild even better for the future, incorporating the history
into our design. That is our commitment. We do not intend to sell this property or pave it over.
Our goal is, as it has always been, to create a boutique hotel on this site that is an integral part of
the historic fabric of Second Avenue. We had hoped to do that within the buildings we owned.
Now that those buildings are no more, our hope is to work with Metro and Historic Nashville to
create something new that blends into this beautiful urban setting and will stand for decades and
centuries to come.
This is an outcome that no one wanted, especially us. We wanted to save the original buildings.
But given the reports from the experts, what our own eyes tell us and what the buildings are
telling us, we have no choice. We are saddened by the reality of the conditions of our buildings,
and we are doing what we believe is the most responsible thing.
For this reason, we are requesting an expedited process to permit controlled demolition as soon
as possible.

Respectfully,

_______________________________
Heather E. Coleman, Manager
178 Second Avenue North, LLC

______________________________
Andre Callen, Manager
176 Second Avenue North, LLC

June 15, 2021
David Johnston, AIA
STG Design
211 Union Street
Suite 103
Nashville, TN 37201

170 – 176 Second Avenue North Buildings
Nashville, Tennessee
The removal of the heavily damaged portions on the 2nd Avenue side of the buildings at
170, 172, 174, 176 is almost complete as part of the Phase 1 demolition permit.
Unfortunately, as the removal and clean-up process has progressed, more damage to the
structure has been revealed. On May 25th we met at Building 176 with Bill Fay and George
Guckert of Tiny’s Demolition and they demonstrated the instability of the wall facing 1st
Avenue. The wall has a noticeable bow in the middle of the wall and there are signs of
separation from the structure, and the wall could be displaced by simply pushing on it. The
wood floor joists are parallel to the wall, however, there is a steel beam at midspan that
supports the floor joists that is bearing at midspan of the wall and it appears that the steel
beam is bearing in a pocket of the multi-wythe brick. It is possible that the steel beam may
be helping to hold the wall in place, however, with the current eccentricity in the wall, and
the vertical load applied to the wall, its structural integrity is a real concern. Once the
instability of this wall was realized, 1st Avenue in the vicinity of the wall was closed to traffic
in the interest of public safety and a fence has been erected. I observed the condition of
the wall today, and likely due to the recent rain, some bricks have come loose from the
wall at the lower level.
At the on-site meeting of June 7th, we were informed by Tiny’s Demolition that a similar
condition exists at the 1st Avenue wall of Building 174. I observed the condition of the wall
today from inside the building at each level. The condition of the wall is not as severe as
the wall of 176, but there is a crack between the demising wall of 176 and the east wall of
174. The brick and mortar in this corner have deteriorated and this is the location where the
downspout is missing, which is likely contributing to the condition. Building 172 is the short
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building, and the east wall facing the courtyard was heavily damaged from the blast and
also has a distinct bow in the middle of the wall. At my visit today, this wall has collapsed
more at the upper level and continues to move outward to the east. The east wall of 170
appears to have been reconstructed or repaired fairly recently which is evident from the
difference in the color of the mortar. This wall appears to be tied to the floor system and
there is no visible lateral movement. The north wall of 170 that faces the courtyard has some
slight visible separation from the building and the mortar in some areas of the wall appears
to be relatively soft.
The on-site meeting on June 7th included several representatives of Metro Nashville and
the question was raised of how to mitigate the danger of these unstable walls, especially
with the 4th of July celebration only about four weeks away.
When we first looked at these buildings very soon after the bombing it was hoped that we
could remove the obviously damaged portions, and then the remaining structure could be
repaired and renovated. However, at that time there was a lot of debris covering the floors
and against the walls, and the damage to these century old structures was not apparent.
Now that they have been cleaned out to some degree, the actual damage to the
structures is becoming more apparent. The structural integrity of the loadbearing multiwythe brick walls is one of the major concerns. The mortar in these walls that bond the brick
together has always been an issue when renovating these buildings on 2nd Avenue. As is
common for walls of this age, the strength and integrity of the mortar is variable and can
vary greatly even in the area of a single wall. This is most likely due to how the mortar was
originally mixed, and the environmental conditions that they walls have been exposed to
over many years. As Tiny’s Demolition was removing some of the walls that had become
unbraced, the mortar was so weak that they were actually able to remove large portions
of the wall with a hand-held shovel.
Public safety is the primary concern of everyone currently involved, and at this time it
appears that the most expedient method to eliminate the potential for failure of these walls
on the 1st Avenue side may be to demolish these walls and the structures they support,
saving the brick as much as possible for future reuse. As mentioned above, the Phase 1
demolition is almost complete, and except for the walls on 1st Avenue, for the most part
what is remaining is temporarily stable. However, the brick wall between 170 and 172 is
badly out of alignment and continues to partially collapse as the removal of the damaged
structure it supports has progressed, the east wall of 172 continues to move and collapse,
and the condition of the east wall of 176 has worsened.
A lot of the structure is now visible and although what remains is somewhat stable, it has
become apparent that if the building is to be renovated, most, if not all, of the structural
floor members will have to either be removed or strengthened in order to comply with the
load requirements of the current Building Code. Also, either cast-in-place concrete or
concrete masonry shearwalls, or structural steel frames will be needed to resist the Code
required lateral loads due to wind and earthquake forces. In addition, if any of the
loadbearing brick walls are to remain, it is recommended that a historic structural brick
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specialist be contracted to inspect and perform material tests of the brick and mortar to
determine the integrity and structural capacity of the walls. This process could take several
months and the outcome of the tests may still likely require the removal and reconstruction
of all or portions of the walls. And, in the interest of safety, before any of this testing takes
place, temporary shoring and protection structures should be constructed adjacent to
these walls to protect the public and the adjacent properties in the event of a full or partial
collapse of the masonry walls. It is due to the amount of time and expense involved to
accomplish all of this and the urgency with opening up the streets and the 4th of July
festivities, that it appears that the most urgent solution may be to demolish the structures
and rebuild.
Also, at the on-site meeting of June 7th we were asked to develop a fencing or barrier plan
that would contain the structure and protect the public should the walls on 1st Avenue fail
and collapse. These brick walls are partially loadbearing and what would happen should
they fail is uncertain and variable, and I cannot give an opinion as to exactly how it would
collapse. I would suggest as a minimum that the affected area should extend horizontally
at least equal to the height of the building, and the barrier would likely need to be several
stories tall and be able to take the impact of the debris as it spreads.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN GROUP

Thomas C. Schaeffer, PE, SECB

AUSTIN • NASHVILLE

June 10, 2021
Ms. Heather Coleman, Manager
178 2nd Avenue North LLC
618 East Broughton Street
Savannah, GA 31401
Mr. Andre Callen, Manager
176 2nd Avenue North, LLC
111 West Fortune Street
Tampa, Florida 33602
Re: 170-176 2nd Avenue North Properties, Nashville TN

Dear Ms. Coleman and Mr. Callen:
We have been providing you with architectural and structural services to assess the condition of the
properties at 170-176 2nd Avenue North in Nashville, TN since the bombing of the properties on
12/25/2020. The bombing has had a significant and irreparable impact on the four structures- some
more than others. The painful and expensive process of limited and selective demolition to discover
what sections of the properties are salvageable has had diminishing returns. The process of selective
demolition to find the point where the structures are stable enough to allow further investigation
reveals that with each shovel of material removed, another shovel of unsuitable material is found and
must also be removed. The more the structures are exposed to the elements, the more they
deteriorate. Protecting the tops of the exposed masonry walls from further degradation during the
demolition process is extremely difficult to achieve. In many cases, it is not possible due to the unsafe
conditions to access the tops of walls for fastening tarps or applying mastic each day. The condition of
the mortar proves to make embeds or fasteners unsuitable. The longer the demolition process takes,
the worse the property becomes.
Recently, we have been made aware that the integrity of the east wall along 1st Avenue of 176 and
potentially 174 is suspect due to 6-8” of bowing in the façade and a separation of the mid-span steel
beam from the wall. It is difficult to tell how much of this condition existed prior to the explosion but
we do understand it is getting worse each day. Immediate measures must be taken to protect the
safety and well-being of the public from any further failures resulting from the bombing. We are
relying on the Structural Design Group for the engineering recommendations. We are also relying on
Tiny’s Demolition and Recycling Services for the demolition work, onsite day to day observations and
expertise in similar situations during this process. Please see the attached letter from Structural
Design Group for a more detailed description of the conditions.
Recommendations
1.

Protective barriers: Immediately and primarily, the public must be protected from any further
failure of these structures. Our structural consultant along with the demolition contractor are
working on a plan that extends the current protective barriers. It is difficult to ascertain how

211 Union Street, Suite 103, Nashville, Tennessee 37201 | (615) 248-4400 | STGdesign.com
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the wall of 176 would collapse and to what extent it affects adjacent buildings or their collapse.
To that end, any fencing should err on the side of more protection than less. Under current
conditions, it is not recommended to open 1st Avenue to the public until shoring is in place or
full demolition is complete. Should it be necessary to provide security of the site along 1st
Avenue, it should be requested that Metro provide appropriate personnel for the duration of
the project.
2. Temporary shoring or demolition: We have discussed methods of protection from temporary
shoring techniques that would take a minimum of 2 weeks to 4 weeks to construct, to the fullscale demolition of all four properties which could take days. All scenarios will involve more
structural investigation, recommendations, and documentation. The estimation of time to
install the shoring may take longer based on unforeseen circumstances.
a. The more expedient method is full scale demolition from an activity level. However,
we realize approvals and the permit process could take weeks, if not months due to
the public interest and historic nature of these properties. We do believe that the
public, other persons and the nearby buildings and properties are best served by
deconstruction in a quick, controlled manner.
b. The other scenario involves temporary shoring, bracing and the stabilization of unsafe
walls and structures. This involves external bracing such as structural scaffolding and
internal shoring of existing beams and walls, as necessary. Keep in mind, this is
strictly a temporary solution to delay further failure. This scenario allows for further
investigation of the property to determine what is feasible to remain in place for
future development. The process thus far has been to clear the site as much as
possible from 2nd Avenue to allow for further investigation however, the 1st Avenue
wall is a more urgent matter for public safety and takes precedence.
c. In all scenarios, protective barriers will be required to isolate the buildings from the
public along 1st avenue. Again, SDG and Tiny’s are contemplating the extension of the
current protective barriers.
3. Stabilization of adjacent structures: During the process of shoring the above-mentioned walls
or prior to further demolition, the adjacent properties must be protected.
a. If the chosen scenario is full demolition, the shoring of shared load bearing walls must
be considered prior to further work. Walls that are adjacent and not load bearing
should be investigated for any additional reinforcing or shoring to prevent adjacent
properties from damage. In addition, the adjacent property owners should provide
their own recommendations and determine the necessary precautions to protect their
property.
b. If the chosen scenario is more selective demolition and protection of existing portions
to remain, a different strategy for shoring and bracing should be considered since the
means and methods of selective demolition will be significantly more complex . This
scenario is the more expensive and time-consuming solution.
c. Both scenarios will require additional permitting. The current permit work is
essentially complete and further direction is needed on which scenario to pursue.
There will be design and engineering services required for application for permits.
4. Future construction: We recommend that the site be prepared for new construction. The
impact of the Christmas Day bombing has permanently impacted the existing buildings so
much that the only feasible and reasonable path forward is remove a significant portion, if not
all the existing structures so they can be rebuilt and be compatible with the existing, historic
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fabric of 2nd Ave. In the interest of preserving Nashville’s historic neighborhood on 1st and 2nd
avenue, we recommend rebuilding on this site as allowed under the current zoning
designations and historic overlay requirements. We see the potential to meet and exceed the
historic overlay guidelines that are currently in place. This can be done by utilizing the
salvaged and historic materials that are being stored and reusing them, where appropriate, in
the scale, composition and context for this part of the city. Rebuilding with current
construction techniques will also allow the owner to comply with current building codes to
provide a safe and healthy development that will last another 100 years. We are
very interested in the notion of designing a connecting open space mentioned in the ULI
study of the area in April. The void that was created by the bombing disaster can open the
potential link of 2nd Avenue to the River and promote a more pedestrian focused development
that benefits the north end of the 2nd Avenue Historic district as well as the entire downtown
community.
After several months of deliberate and selective demolition from the 2nd avenue side to determine the
point of structural integrity that remains for each of the four buildings, we have found progressively
more damaged or deteriorating building components that expose an unstable, unusable, and unsafe
condition within the four structures. It is difficult to assess each building separately due to the
collaborative structural connections, shared loads between buildings and the adjacent properties. In
the interest of public safety, we recommend a salvage and demolition operation take place to protect
the public from this extremely unsafe condition on 1st avenue. Whether that is full scale demolition or
selective demolition is the ownerships’ decision based on many factors, not the least of these is cost.
The historic nature of these buildings is irreplaceable however, any remaining materials from
historical portions of the buildings such as masonry, wood and steel columns, walls, beams, window,
and door profiles, can be set aside for salvage and potential reuse based on their structural integrity
and historical significance.

Sincerely,

David A. Johnston, AIA
Principal

Attachments/Enclosures:
cc:

Tom Schaeffer, SDG
Bill Fey, Tiny’s Demolition and Recycling
Richard Warren, Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Katy Varney, MP&F Strategic Communications
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